Wave XL with Silent Gliss 5400

Wave® –
A new Dimension in Curtain Making

Wave XL –
The perfect wave was worth
waiting for.
Only a curtain from Silent Gliss can make waves
whilst at the same time radiating tranquillity and
harmony. With the new Wave XL we have given the
classic a spectacular new appearance. It could be
regarded as a design feature. Or, with a total lack
of modesty, as the most beautiful contemporary
curtain in the world.

Wave XL – Applications
Wave XL reflects the current trend towards
smooth rounded forms and shapes in today’s
interior decoration. It offers new alternatives for
high and large application areas such as lobbies,
entrance halls, reception areas, conference- and
board rooms, bars and restaurants as well as for
generously designed private homes and lofts.
The new Wave XL is available with a range of the
curtain rail systems of Silent Gliss, either hand or
electrically operated.
Wave XL is more than just a new curtain heading
system. Ambitious and sophisticated technique
combined with precise finishing and carefully
selected fabrics are required to ensure the
perfect functioning of this ambitious new curtain
system. It demands technical competence and
experience: Silent Gliss – the right partner for
those requirements.

Wave® Standard
Even with a smaller radius, the Wave ® Standard
produces calmness and a well-proportioned
atmosphere in the room. The current Wave ®
solution with its fixed 60mm or 80mm glider
cords within the curtain track, limiting the
extension of the curtain fabric, also creates a
smooth and continuous wave effect.
A modern curtain heading system, combined
with a suitable fabric guarantees to become a
real eye-catcher in every room.

Fabrics
A perfect regular wave line is only assured
when using fabrics with certain characteristics
and features. All fabrics from the Silent Gliss
collections were thoroughly tested on both
systems Wave ®/Wave XL and carefully
selected. The fabrics suitable for Wave XL,
Wave ® or both are individually labelled with the
following pictograms.

Left: Wave ® Standard
Right: Wave XL

Wave XL

Wave XL is available single or pair stack with the following Silent Gliss Systems:

Hand drawn systems
Silent Gliss 6100, 6130, 6290

Cord operated systems
Silent Gliss 3840, 6120

Motorised system
Silent Gliss 5400

Maximum width

6m

6m

10m

Minimum width

77cm (single stack);
154cm (pair stack)

77cm (single stack);
154cm (pair stack)

77cm (single stack);
154cm (pair stack)

Maximum drop

3m

5m

5m

Maximum surface

18m2

30m2

50m2

Minimum bending radius

50cm

50cm

50cm

Maximum curtain weight

-

8kg

15kg

Due to the large wave radiuses a minimum distance of 22cm between the track and the wall is required.
The curtain stack size depends on the total system width. The depth of the curtain stack is always 35cm.

22 cm

~5

35 cm

Wave® Standard

The curtain heading system Wave® Standard is comprised of four basic elements: The special glider-cords
SG 6345 (60mm) and SG 6346 (80mm), the curtain tape SG 6349, the iron-on tape SG 6363 and the curtain
hook SG 3582.
Wave® Standard is available with the following Silent Gliss curtain track systems:
Hand drawn curtain tracks: Silent Gliss 3840, 6130, 6100
Cord operated curtain tracks: Silent Gliss 3840, 6120
Motorised curtain track systems: Silent Gliss 5300, 5400

The fullness and wave depth of the curtain depends on the selected glider cord and the applied spacing
between the curtain hooks. The stack depth varies between 8cm and 14cm.

Example of largest Wave® curtain effect using 80mm
glider-cord with 160mm curtain hook spacing.

Example of smallest Wave® curtain effect using 60mm
glider-cord with 100mm curtain hook spacing.

Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of motorised and manual curtain and blind systems in the
high quality market. We offer our customers the very best in terms of quality, design, technology,
service and individuality. Our core competence is innovation - inspired and driven by customer needs.
A team of highly skilled and experienced professionals works on new developments as well as on the
improvement of existing products. With committed customer support teams Silent Gliss provides an
extensive range of services including technical advice, fitting services and maintenance all around
the world.
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